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BOOK REVIEW


During eight years of a feckless and disastrous United States (U.S.) foreign policy under the Obama administration, America sat by and watched Iranian security forces gun down Green Revolution activists in Tehran’s streets, Syria turn into the new century’s greatest human rights crisis, and ad-Dawleh al-Islamiyyeh (the Islamic State) murder, rape, and slave trade its way into the annals of genocidal maniacs. In *Realism and Democracy: American Foreign Policy after the Arab Spring*, Elliott Abrams takes the reader on a tour of the ideological ups and downs of contemporary U.S. foreign policy. Abrams uncovers the effects that various foreign policy approaches can have on the Arab and Islamic worlds in the foreseeable future and offers some optimism for repairing the cause of democracy promotion.

As a former official and key advocate of democracy promotion in the Reagan and George W. Bush administrations, Abrams remains well-suited for helping devise a strategy to advance the cause of freedom across the globe. Indeed, he stands at the center of a decades-long effort to shape U.S. foreign policy along neoconservative principles and resist the morally bankrupt ideologies of realism and isolationism, as well as the relativistic and suicidal tendencies of liberal internationalism. Like some other neoconservatives, Abrams attempts to swipe the moniker of realism.1 In reality (pun intended), with *Realism and Democracy*, Abrams continues a stalwart promotion of neoconservatism.

Neoconservativism falls under the category of an expansionist ideology, as its core component consists of spreading democracy and liberty.2 Neoconservativism works from the constructivist premise that the “character of political regimes determines the political character of their citizens.”3 Thus, if one alters the environment, those living within it will subsequently change their behavior. Accordingly, in the post-9/11 context, neoconservatives within the George W. Bush administration (including Abrams) sought to curb the appeal of fundamentalist Islam by extending freedom to the highly oppressed peoples of the Arab and Islamic worlds. As democracies tend not to go to war against fellow democracies, the moral cause of spreading democracy synthesizes with the strategic endeavor of expanding peace.

Perspectives on foreign policy in general and on foreign intervention in particular fall along two spectrums (one ideological and one strategic) and classify within one of four broad categories. In Figure 1, I place the respective framings of expansionism, liberal internationalism, realism, and isolationism. Isolationists (i.e., the Ron and Rand Pauls of the world) see no value in engaging internationally under most any circumstance—moral or strategic. Realists (or, in Abrams’ terms, the “erroneously pragmatic”4) willingly engage
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only when doing so affects the national interest materially. Liberal internationalists like to promote moralistic human rights without imposition or coercion and, as Abrams notes, they seek to “restrain American power”\(^5\) in pursuit of a post-American era of world politics. Expansionists stand in the quadrant where promoting internal ideology reflects an external strategic and moral imperative. Ideologies like neorealism (as well as Leninism and Islamism) interpret the strategic world in the ideological terms of “exceptionalism.”\(^6\) For example, neoconservatives see value in promoting democracy, as the perspective frames strategic interaction in terms of expanding the “democratic peace.”

In *Realism and Democracy*, Abrams makes the case that autocracy in the Islamic world marks the greatest challenge to contemporary international security, and democracy represents the fix. Yet his prescriptions for expanding the democratic world tend to miss the mark. Mimicking Lenin, Abrams concludes with a prescriptive chapter titled “What is to Be Done?”\(^7\) For Arab states, Abrams chiefly argues for the U.S. to encourage gradual strengthening of political contestation in existing autocracies.\(^8\) This entails presidential leadership on the matter, requires a halt to allowing autocrats to stymie political development, focuses on protecting minorities, emphasizes a shift in foreign aid programs from civil society projects to constructing liberal political parties, and a reevaluation of aid in general.\(^9\)

Problematically, Abrams misidentifies the origins of much of today’s political violence. Authoritarian regimes do not create violent actors. Autocrats may breed the aim of revolution, yet revolutionaries come in the nonviolent form just as frequently as they come in the violent version.\(^10\) Only ideologies that promote violent means to achieve
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their ends—not autocratic institutions—lead individuals and organizations with revolutionary aims to adopt violent tactics. One instigates the outcome goal, whereas the other sets “appropriate” means for achieving the end. In this regard, Abrams underestimates the appeal of fundamentalist Islam and consequently absolves the ideology of causing the high degree of political violence that consistently emanates from the Islamic world. Abrams claims that in “most Arab countries” one can identify Islamists with only a “substantial minority.” This is pure fantasy. Increasingly, a strong current of Islamism runs through the Arab and Islamic worlds.

Ultimately, Islamist organizations, more so than autocratic institutions, stymie democracy in the Arab and Islamic worlds. Most autocratic systems involve some degree of popular representation. Conversely, the ideology of Islamism—under any formation—remains incompatible with democracy, considering that it emphasizes a reliance on shari’a (Islamic law), which privileges Muslims over non-Muslims with supremacist rigor and offers few meaningful protections of women and zero for homosexuals. Abrams rightly acknowledges that “[political] exclusion [of Islamist parties] will not persuade citizens that their ideas are wrong and dangerous.” Yet he missteps in concluding that “Only open debate… can do that.”

A simple diversity of ideas will not spawn durable democracies. Today, across much of the Arab and Islamic worlds, bombs speak louder than words; in the absence of autocrats, militant organizations tend to monopolize political discourse, rendering the notion of “open debate” farcical. Even in Lebanon—the Arab world’s sole democracy nearing consolidation—leading parties across the political spectrum maintain the capacity for doubling as militant organizations. Only under the protection of external coercive forces can identity groups generate a democratic political culture that enables open debate. Modern history shows that a democratic political culture that bolsters, stabilizes, and eventually consolidates democratic institutions emerges either organically from Western thought (e.g., the United Kingdom [U.K.] and U.S.) or forcefully via sustained military occupation and the foreign imposition of cultural change (e.g., Germany, India, Japan, and South Korea). The cultures of specific identity groups necessarily democratize before their associated political institutions can. More than any other factors, geographic proximity to, or the duration of colonization or military occupation by, the U.K. or U.S. predict the likelihood of a state to democratize.
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Abrams suggests intra-organizational democracy as the solution to the “necessity” of permitting Islamist parties to participate in nascent electoral systems, implying that a party’s internal democratization can somehow lead to its ideological liberalization. Yet are organizations generally capable of ideological change? My empirical work demonstrates that militant organizations rarely abandon their outcome goals, even when “transitioning” to formal political parties. Organizations like Lebanon’s Hezbollah and Palestinian Hamas still pursue the same ends that they have since their inceptions, yet with a new set of means. As Abrams admits, after the ill-conceived establishment of an electoral system for Palestinian terrorist organizations, they now operate with “both ‘ballots and bullets’ simultaneously.” The exclusion dilemma often leads Western diplomats to abandon their better judgement and hoist up organizations like Fatah—the terrorist organization that initiated the bloody al-Aqsa intifada (2000–2005)—as some ideal vis-à-vis organizations like Hamas. Abrams laments Hamas’ 2006 electoral victory over Fatah, without acknowledging the shared outcome goal of the two organizations and their constituents: to eradicate the Jewish state. Fatah’s strategic approach of pledging the right things to “gullible” Western officials at opportune moments represents its only real difference from Hamas.

In another respect, efforts to invent nuance between Fatah and Hamas reveal Abrams’s reluctance to embrace the underlying brilliance of the neoconservative approach. Democratic elections in the Islamic world are always a win-win. If democratization results in a peaceful liberal democracy, then great. If, on the other hand, elections result in the ascent to power of a terrorist organization, then the given voting population has unveiled itself as an adversary of peace. In such a situation, never mind the emperor, the people have no clothes. Without the cover of an autocrat, the people are ideologically exposed. The only thing Abrams should have taken away from the 2006 U.S.-made Palestinian Authority elections was that not all identity groups deserve a state—especially when the only two organizations that plausibly represent an identity group’s majority are terrorist organizations that do not hide their intolerance of non-Muslims or their genocidal fantasies of destroying the Jewish state. In the future, the U.S. should do all that it can to prevent such identity groups from ever gaining anything that resembles the reigns of state power. This is something that former White House Chief Strategist Steve Bannon understood perfectly well when he reportedly refused “to breathe the same air as that terrorist [Fatah-leader Mahmoud Abbas]” and boycotted the meeting between him and President Trump.

In Realism and Democracy, Abrams identifies various viewpoints within the American populace and political class that neoconservatives must wage an intellectual insurgency against to revive the agenda of expanding the democratic world and strengthening international security. Neoconservatives will necessarily work as ideological guerrillas operating against much more powerful elitist establishments. Unfortunately, last year,
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like many other neoconservatives, Abrams jumped on the “Never Trump” bandwagon and it cost the movement. In the coming years, advocates of democracy promotion will need to sidestep petty domestic political battles and reach out to the Trump administration. If nothing else, neoconservatives share an anti-establishment timbre with President Trump. Neoconservatives should focus on reaching out to President Trump and convincing the administration of the moral and strategic merits of the expansionist democratic cause. As Abrams points out from firsthand knowledge, it even took President Reagan some time in office fully to adopt the neoconservative perspective.
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